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Abstract

Training dense passage representations via001
contrastive learning has been shown effective002
for Open-Domain Passage Retrieval (ODPR).003
Existing studies focus on further optimizing004
by improving negative sampling strategy or ex-005
tra pretraining. However, these studies keep006
unknown in capturing passage with internal007
representation conflicts from improper model-008
ing granularity. This work thus presents a re-009
fined model on the basis of a smaller granular-010
ity, contextual sentences, to alleviate the con-011
cerned conflicts. In detail, we introduce an012
in-passage negative sampling strategy to en-013
courage a diverse generation of sentence rep-014
resentations within the same passage. Experi-015
ments on three benchmark datasets verify the016
efficacy of our method, especially on datasets017
where conflicts are severe. Extensive experi-018
ments further present good transferability of019
our method across datasets.020

1 Introduction021

Open-Domain Passage Retrieval (ODPR) has re-022

cently attracted the attention of researchers for its023

wide usage both academically and industrially (Lee024

et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2017). Provided with an ex-025

tremely large text corpus that composed of millions026

of passages, ODPR aims to retrieve a collection of027

the most relevant passages as the evidences of a028

given question.029

With recent success in pretrained language mod-030

els (PrLMs) like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),031

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), dense retrieval tech-032

niques have achieved significant better results than033

traditional lexical based methods, including TF-034

IDF (Ramos et al., 2003) and BM25 (Robertson035

and Zaragoza, 2009), which totally neglect seman-036

tic similarity. Thanks to the Bi-Encoder structure,037

dense methods (Lee et al., 2019; Guu et al., 2020;038

Karpukhin et al., 2020) encode the Wikipedia pas-039

sages and questions separately, and retrieve evi-040

dence passages using similarity functions like the041

inner product or cosine similarity. Given that the 042

representations of Wikipedia passages could be pre- 043

computed, the retrieval speed of dense approaches 044

could be on par with lexical ones. 045

Previous approaches often pretrain the Bi- 046

Encoders with a specially designed pretraining 047

objective, Inverse Cloze Task (ICT) (Lee et al., 048

2019). More recently, DPR (Karpukhin et al., 049

2020) adopts a simple but effective contrastive 050

learning framework, achieving impressive perfor- 051

mance without any pretraining. Concretely, for 052

each question q, several positive passages p+ and 053

hard negative passages p− produced by BM25 are 054

pre-extracted. By feeding the Bi-Encoder with 055

(q, p+, p−) triples, DPR simultaneously maximizes 056

the similarity between the representation of q and 057

corresponding p+, and minimizes the similarity 058

between the representations of q and all p−. Fol- 059

lowing such contrastive learning framework, many 060

researchers are seeking further improvements for 061

DPR from the perspective of sampling strategy 062

(Xiong et al., 2020; Lu et al., 2020; Tang et al., 063

2021; Qu et al., 2021) or extra pretraining (Sachan 064

et al., 2021), or even using knowledge distillation 065

(Izacard and Grave, 2021; Yang et al., 2021). 066

However, these studies fail to realize that there 067

exist severe drawbacks in the current contrastive 068

learning framework adopted by DPR. Essentially, 069

as illustrated in Figure 1, each passage p is com- 070

posed of multiple sentences, upon which multi- 071

ple semantically faraway questions can be derived, 072

which forms a question set Q = {q1, q2, ..., qk}. 073

Under our investigation, such a one-to-many prob- 074

lem is causing severe conflicting problems in the 075

current contrastive learning framework, which we 076

refer to as Contrastive Conflicts. To the best of our 077

knowledge, this is the first work that formally stud- 078

ies the conflicting problems in the contrastive learn- 079

ing framework of dense passage retrieval. Here, we 080

distinguish two kinds of Contrastive Conflicts. 081

• Transitivity of Similarity The goal of the con- 082
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Which society in England also played a 
significant role in public sphere and spread 
of Enlightenment ideas?

Women's education common 
stressed which literature genre?

Age of Enlightenment
1. … Indeed, the majority of the wining entries …, a genre 

commonly stressed in women’s education
2. … the Royal Society of London also played a significant role in 

the public sphere and the spread of Enlightenment ideas…
3. It was founded by a group of independent scientists and given a 

royal character in 1662.
4. The Society played a large role in spreading Robert Boyle’s 

experimental philosophy around …

What literature genre were the majority 
of female wining context entries?

Whose method based 
knowledge on experiments, 
which had to be witnessed?

Figure 1: A sample from SQuAD. Different colors indi-
cate the questions/sentences focus on different topics.

trastive learning framework in DPR is to maximize083

the similarity between the representation of the084

question and its corresponding gold passage. As085

illustrated in Figure 2, under Contrastive Conflicts,086

the current contrastive learning framework will un-087

intendedly maximize the similarity between dif-088

ferent question representations derived from the089

same passage, even if they might be semantically090

different, which is exactly the cause of low per-091

formance on SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) for092

DPR (SQuAD has an average of 2.66 questions per093

passage).094

• Multiple References in Large Batch Size Ac-095

cording to Karpukhin et al. (2020), the performance096

of DPR highly benefits from large batch size in the097

contrastive learning framework. However, under098

Contrastive Conflicts, one passage could be the099

positive passage p+ of multiple questions (i.e. the100

question set Q). Therefore, a large batch size will101

increase the probability that some questions of Q102

might occur in the same batch. With the widely103

adopted in-batch negative technique (Karpukhin104

et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021), such p+ will be105

simultaneously referred to as both the positive sam-106

ple and the negative sample for every q inQ, which107

is logically unreasonable.108

Since one-to-many problem is the direct cause109

of both conflicts, this paper presents a simple but110

effective strategy that breaks down dense passage111

representations into contextual sentence level ones,112

which we refer to as Dense Contextual Sentence113

Representation (DCSR). Unlike long passages, it is114

hard to derive semantically faraway questions from115

one short sentence. Therefore, by modeling ODPR116

in smaller units like contextual sentences, we funda-117

mentally alleviate Contrastive Conflicts by solving118

the one-to-many problem. Note that we do not sim-119

Q1
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Q4

P

Q5

Q3 Ps1 Ps2

Ps4Ps3

Q1

Q2

Q4 Q5

Q3

Passage 
Question
Random

Figure 2: Visualization of contrastive conflicts in DPR
(left) and solution provided by our method (right).

ply encode each sentence separately. Instead, we 120

encode the passage as a whole and use sentence 121

indicator tokens to acquire the sentence representa- 122

tions within the passage, to preserve the contextual 123

information. We further introduce the in-passage 124

negative sampling strategy, which samples neigh- 125

boring sentences of the positive one in the same 126

passage to create hard negative samples. Finally, 127

concrete experiments have verified the effective- 128

ness of our proposed method from both retrieval 129

accuracy and transferability, especially on datasets 130

where Contrastive Conflicts are severe. 131

Contributions (i) We investigate the defects of the 132

current contrastive learning framework in training 133

dense passage representation in Open-Domain Pas- 134

sage Retrieval. (ii) To handle Contrastive Conflicts, 135

we propose to index the Wikipedia corpus using 136

contextual sentences instead of passages. We also 137

propose the in-passage negative sampling strategy 138

in training the contextual sentence representations. 139

(iii) Experiments show that our proposed method 140

significantly outperforms original baseline, espe- 141

cially on datasets where Contrastive Conflicts are 142

severe. Extensive experiments also present better 143

transferability of our DCSR, indicating that our 144

method captures the universality of the concerned 145

task datasets. 146

2 Related Work 147

Open-Domain Passage Retrieval Open-Domain 148

Passage Retrieval has been a hot research topic in 149

recent years. It requires a system to extract evi- 150

dence passages for a specific question from a large 151

passage corpus like Wikipedia, and is challeng- 152

ing as it requires both high retrieval accuracy and 153

specifically low latency for practical usage. Tradi- 154

tional approaches like TF-IDF (Ramos et al., 2003), 155

BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009) retrieve the 156

evidence passages based on the lexical match be- 157

tween questions and passages. Although these lexi- 158

cal approaches meet the requirement of low latency, 159
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they fail to capture non-lexical semantic similarity,160

thus performing unsatisfying on retrieval accuracy.161

With recent advances of pretrained language162

models (PrLMs) like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),163

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), a series of neural ap-164

proaches based on cross-encoders are proposed165

(Vig and Ramea, 2019; Wolf et al., 2019). Al-166

though enjoying satisfying retrieval accuracy, the167

retrieval latency is often hard to tolerate in prac-168

tical use. More recently, the Bi-Encoder struc-169

ture has captured the researchers’ attention. With170

Bi-Encoder, the representations of the corpus at171

scale can be precomputed, enabling it to meet the172

requirement of low latency in passage retrieval.173

Lee et al. (2019) first proposes to pretrain the Bi-174

Encoder with Inverse Cloze Task (ICT). Later, DPR175

(Karpukhin et al., 2020) introduces a contrastive176

learning framework to train dense passage represen-177

tation, and has achieved impressive performance on178

both retrieval accuracy and latency. Based on DPR,179

many works make further improvements either by180

introducing better sampling strategy (Xiong et al.,181

2020; Lu et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2021; Qu et al.,182

2021) or extra pretraining (Sachan et al., 2021),183

or even distilling knowledge from cross-encoders184

(Izacard and Grave, 2021; Yang et al., 2021).185

Our method follows the contrastive learning186

research line of ODPR. Different from previous187

works that focus on either improving the quality188

of negative sampling or using extra pretraining,189

we make improvements by directly optimizing the190

modeling granularity with an elaborately designed191

contrastive learning training strategy.192

Contrastive Learning Contrastive learning re-193

cently is attracting researchers’ attention in all area.194

After witnessing its superiority in Computer Vi-195

sion tasks (Chen et al., 2020; He et al., 2020), re-196

searchers in NLP are also applying this technique197

(Wu et al., 2020; Karpukhin et al., 2020; Yan et al.,198

2021; Giorgi et al., 2021; Gao et al., 2021). For the199

concern of ODPR, the research lines of contrastive200

learning can be divided into two types: (i) Improv-201

ing the sampling strategies for positive samples202

and hard negative samples. According to (Man-203

matha et al., 2017), the quality of positive samples204

and negative samples are of vital importance in the205

contrastive learning framework. Therefore, many206

researchers seek better sampling strategies to im-207

prove the retrieval performance (Xiong et al., 2020).208

(ii) Improving the contrastive learning framework.209

DensePhrase (Lee et al., 2021) uses memory bank210

like MOCO (He et al., 2020) to increase the number 211

of in-batch negative samples without increasing the 212

GPU memory usage, and models retrieval process 213

on the phrase level but not passage level, achieving 214

impressive performance. 215

Our proposed method follows the second re- 216

search line. We investigate a special phenomenon, 217

Contrastive Conflicts in the contrastive learning 218

framework, and experimentally verify the effec- 219

tiveness of mediating such conflicts by modeling 220

ODPR in a smaller granularity. More similar to 221

our work, Akkalyoncu Yilmaz et al. (2019) also 222

proposes to improve dense passage retrieval based 223

on sentence-level evidences, but their work is not 224

in the research line of contrastive learning, and fo- 225

cuses more on passage re-ranking after retrieval but 226

not retrieval itself. 227

3 Methods 228

3.1 Contrastive Learning Framework 229

Existing contrastive learning framework aims to 230

maximize the similarity between the representa- 231

tions of each question and its corresponding gold 232

passages. 233

Suppose there is a batch of n questions, n 234

corresponding gold passages and in total k hard 235

negative passages. Denote the questions in 236

batch as q1, q2, ..., qn, their corresponding gold 237

passages as gp1, gp2, ..., gpn, and hard nega- 238

tive passages as np1, np2, ..., npk. Two sep- 239

arate PrLMs are first used separately to ac- 240

quire representations for questions and passages 241

{hq1 , hq2 , ...;hgp1 , hgp2 , ...;hnp1 , hnp2 , ...}. The 242

training objective for each question sample qi of 243

original DPR is shown in Eq (1): 244

L (qi, gp1, · · · , gpn, np1, · · · , npk) =

− log
esim(hqi ,hgpi)∑n

j=1 e
sim(hqi ,hgpj ) +

∑k
j=1 e

sim(hqi ,hnpj )

(1) 245

The sim(·) could be any similarity operator that 246

calculates the similarity between the question rep- 247

resentation hqi and the passage representation hpj . 248

Minimizing the objective in Eq (1) is the same 249

as (i) maximizing the similarity between each hqi 250

and hgpi pair, and (ii) minimizing the similarity 251

between hqi and all other hgpj (i 6= j) and hnpk . 252

As discussed previously, this training paradigm will 253

cause conflicts under current contrastive learning 254
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Positive Passage Negative Passage

Passage Encoder Passage Encoder

Question
Encoder

Contrastive Loss

Query

Positive Sentence

Negative Sentence
Passage 1

Passage 2

...

Passage n

sent 1
sent 2
sent 3

sent 1
sent 2
sent 3
sent 4

sent 1
sent 2
sent 3

Score Normalization

DCSR Bi-Enocder Training Sentence-aware Passage Retrieval

...

Wikipedia
Corpus

Contextual  Sentence Indexing

Figure 3: An illustration of our DCSR processing pipeline. The left part shows the contrastive training paradigm
of our method, and the right part presents the inference pipeline.

framework due to (i) Transitivity of Similarity, and255

(ii) Multiple References in Large Batch Size.256

3.2 Dense Contextual Sentence257

Representation258

The cause of the Contrastive Conflicts lies in one-259

to-many problem, that most of the passages are260

often organized by multiple sentences, while these261

sentences may not always stick to the same topic,262

as depicted in Figure 1. Therefore, we propose to263

model passage retrieval in a smaller granularity, i.e.264

contextual sentences, to alleviate the occurrence of265

one-to-many problem.266

Since contextual information is also important in
passage retrieval, simply breaking down passages
into sentences and encoding them independently
is infeasible. Instead, following (Beltagy et al.,
2020; Lee et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021), we insert a
special <sent> token at the sentence boundaries in
each passage, and encode the passage as a whole to
preserve the contextual information, which results
in the following format of input for each passage:

[CLS] <sent> sent1 <sent> sent2 ... [SEP]

We then use BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as en-
coder to get the contextual sentence representations
by these indicator <sent> tokens. For convenience
of illustration, taking a give query q into considera-
tion, we denote the corresponding positive passage
in the training batch as p+, which consists of sev-
eral sentences:

P = {ps−1 , ps−2 , ...ps+i , ...ps−k−1
, ps−k
}

Similarly, we denote the corresponding BM25
negative passage as:

N = {ns−1
, ns−2

, ...ns−i
, ...ns−k−1

, ns−k
}

Here (∗)−/+ means whether the sentence or pas- 267

sage contains the gold answer. We refine the orig- 268

inal contrastive learning framework by creating 269

sentence-aware positive and negative samples. The 270

whole training pipeline is shown in the left part of 271

Figure 3. 272

3.2.1 Positives and Easy Negatives 273

Following Karpukhin et al. (2020), we use BM25 274

to retrieve hard negative passages for each question. 275

To build a contrastive learning framework based 276

on contextual sentences, we consider the sentence 277

that contains the gold answer as the positive sen- 278

tence (i.e. ps+i ), and randomly sample several neg- 279

ative sentences (random sentences from N ) from 280

a BM25 random negative passage. Also, follow- 281

ing (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021), we 282

introduce in-batch negatives as additional easy neg- 283

atives. 284

3.2.2 In-Passage Negatives 285

To handle the circumstance where multiple seman- 286

tically faraway questions may be derived from one 287

single passage, we hope to encourage the passage 288

encoder to generate contextual sentence represen- 289

tations as diverse as possible for sentences in the 290

same passage. Noticing that not all the sentences 291

in the passage contain the gold answer and stick 292

to the topic related to the given query, we further 293

introduce in-passage negatives to maximize the 294

difference between contextual sentences represen- 295

tations within the same passage. Concretely, we 296

randomly sample one sentence that does not con- 297

tain the gold answer (i.e. a random sentence from 298

P/{Ps+i
}). Note that a positive passage might not 299

contain such sentence. If it does not exist, this 300

in-passage negative sentence is substituted by an- 301
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other easy negative sentence from the correspond-302

ing BM25 negative passage (a random sentence303

from N ). These in-passage negatives function as304

hard negative samples in our contrastive learning305

framework.306

3.3 Retrieval307

For retrieval, we first use FAISS (Johnson et al.,308

2019) to calculate the matching scores between the309

question and all the contextual sentence indexes.310

As one passage has multiple keys in the indexes,311

we retrieve top 100 × k (k is the average number312

of sentences per passage) contextual sentences for313

inference. To change these sentence-level scores314

into passage-level ones, we adopt a probabilistic315

design for ranking passages, which we refer to as316

Score Normalization.317

Score Normalization After getting the scores for318

each contextual sentences to each question by319

FAISS, we first use a Softmax operation to nor-320

malize all these similarity scores into probabili-321

ties. Suppose one passage P with several sen-322

tences s1, s2, ..., sn, and denote the probability323

for each sentence that contains the answer as324

ps1 , ps2 , ..., psn , we can calculate the probability325

that the answer is in passage P by Equation 2.326

HasAns(P) = 1−
n∏

i=1

(1− psi) (2)327

We then re-rank all the retrieved passages by328

HasAns(P), and select the top 100 passages for329

evaluation in our following experiments.330

4 Experiments331

4.1 Datasets332

OpenQA Dataset OpenQA (Lee et al., 2019) col-333

lects over 21 million 100-token passages from334

Wikipedia to simulate the open-domain passage335

corpus. OpenQA also collects question-answer336

pairs from existing datasets, including SQuAD (Ra-337

jpurkar et al., 2016), TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017),338

Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), We-339

bQuestions (Berant et al., 2013) and TREC (Baudiš340

and Šedivỳ, 2015).341

We experiment our proposed method on SQuAD,342

TriviaQA and NQ. For the previously concerned343

Contrastive Conflicts problem, we also analyze the344

existence frequency of the conflicting phenomenon345

for each dataset. We count the number of ques-346

tions for each passage, i.e, the times that this pas-347

1 2 3 ≥ 4 Avg

SQuAD 8,482 6,065 5,013 6,754 2.66
Trivia 43,401 5,308 1,206 587 1.20
NQ 32,158 4,971 1,670 1,871 1.45

Table 1: Occurrence of one-to-many problem in train-
ing sets.

sage is referred to as the positive sample. The cor- 348

responding results are shown in Table 1. From 349

this table, we can see that of all three datasets 350

we choose, SQuAD is most severely affected by 351

the Contrastive Conflicts problem, that many pas- 352

sages occur multiple times as the positive passages 353

for different questions. These statistics are consis- 354

tent with the fact that DPR performs the worst on 355

SQuAD, while acceptable on Trivia and NQ. 356

4.2 Training and Implementation Details 357

Hyperparameters In our main experiments, 358

we follow the hyperparameter setting in DPR 359

(Karpukhin et al., 2020) to acquire comparable per- 360

formance, i.e. an initial learning rate of 2e-5 for 361

40 epochs on each dataset. We use 8 Tesla V100 362

GPUs to train the Bi-Encoder with a batch size of 363

16 on each GPU. 364

Extra Cost Although we are modeling passage re- 365

trieval in a totally different granularity, our method 366

adds little extra computation overhead compared to 367

DPR. For model complexity, our proposed method 368

adopts exactly the same model structure as DPR 369

does, meaning that there are no additional parame- 370

ters introduced. For training time, the negative sen- 371

tences in our method are randomly sampled from 372

the negative passage in DPR. Therefore, the extra 373

time burden brought by our method is only caused 374

by the sampling procedure, which is negligible. 375

Training Settings To have a comprehensive com- 376

parison with DPR, we train DCSR under three dif- 377

ferent settings. (i) Single, where each dataset is 378

both trained and evaluated under their own domain. 379

(ii) Multi, where we use a combination of the NQ, 380

Trivia and SQuAD datasets to train a universal Bi- 381

Encoder, and evaluate its performance on the test 382

sets of all three datasets. (iii) Adversarial Train- 383

ing, which is a simple negative sampling strategy. 384

We first use the original dataset to train a DPR or 385

DCSR checkpoint, and use such checkpoint to ac- 386

quire semantically hard negative passages from the 387
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Model
Top-20 Top-100

NQ Trivia SQuAD NQ Trivia SQuAD

Base Architecture Comparison – Single
DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) 78.4 79.4 52.8† 85.4 85.0 71.0†
DCSR (Ours) 78.9(+0.5) 79.7(+0.3) 63.7(+10.9) 86.5(+1.1) 85.2(+0.2) 78.1(+7.1)
Base Architecture Comparison – Multi
DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) 79.4 78.8 51.6 86.0 84.7 67.6
DCSR (Ours) 79.1(-0.3) 79.6(+0.8) 63.8(+12.2) 86.6(+0.6) 85.2(+0.5) 77.6(+10.0)

Table 2: Retriever Performance Comparison on the test sets. “†": For SQuAD dataset on DPR in the Single setting,
we are not able to reproduce the original results from the official DPR code12. Instead, we rerun DPR on SQuAD in
the Single setting and report its performance based on our reproduction. The parameter settings are shared between
our DPR reproduction and DCSR to ensure fairness. Other statistics are taken from Karpukhin et al. (2020).

Model
Top-20 Top-100

NQ Trivia NQ Trivia

DPR + adv-train 81.3 - 87.3 -
+ ANCE 81.9 80.3 87.5 85.3
(Xiong et al., 2020)

DCSR + adv-train 81.4 80.0 87.5 85.7

Table 3: Performance Comparison when incorporated
with negative sampling strategy.

whole Wikipedia corpus.388

4.3 Main Results on Passage Retrieval389

Table 2 shows our main results on OpenQA.390

For the Single setting, (i) Consistent with the core391

aim of this paper that our proposed sentence-aware392

contrastive learning solves Contrastive Conflicts,393

DCSR achieves significantly better results than394

DPR especially on the dataset that is severely af-395

fected by Contrastive Conflicts. For example, on396

the SQuAD dataset, our method achieves 10.9%397

performance gain on the Top-20 metric, and 7.1%398

performance gain on the Top-100 metric. (ii) For399

datasets that are less affected by Contrastive Con-400

flicts, like NQ and Trivia, we still achieve slight401

performance gain on all metrics.402

For the Multi setting, DPR on Trivia and SQuAD403

suffers from a significant performance drop com-404

pared to Single setting, while our model is only405

slightly affected. It indicates that our proposed406

sentence-aware contrastive learning not only solves407

the Contrastive Conflicts, but also captures the uni-408

versality of datasets from different domains.409

1Code in https://github.com/facebookresearch/DPR.
2It is an issue that is shared by researchers on github. More

discussion about this result will be discussed in Appendix B.

4.4 Incorporated with Negative Sampling 410

Different from other frontier researches which 411

mainly devote themselves either to investigating 412

better negative sampling strategies, like ANCE 413

(Xiong et al., 2020), NPRINC (Lu et al., 2020), etc., 414

or to extra pretraining (Sachan et al., 2021), or to 415

distilling knowledge from cross-encoders (Izacard 416

and Grave, 2021; Yang et al., 2021), our proposed 417

method directly optimizes the modeling granularity 418

in DPR. Therefore, our method could be naturally 419

incorporated with these researches and achieve bet- 420

ter results further. Due to computational resource 421

limitation, we do not intend to replicate all these 422

methods, but use adversarial training as an exam- 423

ple. Following ANCE (Xiong et al., 2020), we 424

conduct experiments on NQ and Trivia to show 425

the compatibility of our method, listed in Table 3. 426

With such a simple negative sampling strategy, our 427

DCSR achieves comparable results with its DPR 428

counterpart. 429

4.5 Ablation Study 430

To illustrate the efficacy of the previously proposed 431

negative sampling strategy, we conduct an ablation 432

study on a subset of OpenQA Wikipedia corpus1. 433

We sample 1/20 of the whole corpus, which results 434

in a collection of 1.05 million passages in total. As 435

reference, we reproduce DPR and also list their 436

results in Table 4. We compare the following nega- 437

tive sampling strategies of our proposed method. 438

+ 1 BM25 random In this setting, we randomly 439

sample (i) one gold sentence from the positive pas- 440

sage as the positive sample, and (ii) one negative 441

1Because evaluating on the whole Wikipedia corpus takes
too much resource and time (over 1 day per experiment per
dataset).
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Model
Top-20 Top-100

NQ Trivia SQuAD NQ Trivia SQuAD

DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) 43.7 62.1 46.5 54.0 72.4 63.6
DCSR + 1 BM25 random 44.5 63.1 51.1 54.5 72.9 66.6

+ 2 BM25 random 44.0 63.5 50.3 54.7 72.9 65.1
+ 1 in-passage & +1 BM25 random 45.2 63.4 54.5 55.3 73.2 68.5

Table 4: Ablations of Negative Sampling Strategy on Wikipedia subset (1/20 of the whole corpus) in the Single
Setting.

sentence from the negative passage as the negative442

sample per question.443

+ 2 BM25 random In this setting, we randomly444

sample (i) one gold sentence from the positive pas-445

sage as the positive sample, and (ii) two negative446

sentences from two different negative passages as447

two negative samples per question.448

+ 1 in-passage & + 1 BM25 random In this set-449

ting, we randomly sample (i) one gold sentence450

from the positive passage as the positive sample,451

(ii) one negative sentence from the positive passage452

as the first negative sample, and (iii) one negative453

sentence from the negative passage as the second454

negative sample per question.455

Ablations of Negative Sampling Strategy The re-456

sults are shown in Table 4. (i) Under the circum-457

stance where only 1.05 million passages are in-458

dexed, variants of our DCSR generally perform sig-459

nificantly better than DPR baseline, especially on460

NQ dataset (over 1% improvement on both Top-20461

and Top-100) and SQuAD dataset (8.0% improve-462

ment on Top-20 and 4.9% improvement on Top-463

100), which verifies the effectiveness of solving464

Contrastive Conflicts. (ii) Further, we found that in-465

creasing the number of negative samples helps little,466

but even introduces slight performance degradation467

on several metrics. (iii) The in-passage negative468

sampling strategy consistently helps in boosting469

the performance of nearly all datasets on all met-470

rics, especially on the SQuAD dataset, which is471

consistent with our motivation for in-passage neg-472

atives, which is to encourage a diverse generation473

of contextual sentence representations within the474

same passage in solving the one-to-many problem.475

Ablations of Training Data The results are shown476

in Table 5. (i) We first directly use the aug-477

mented adversarial training dataset provided by478

DPR (marked as DPR-hard) and train our DCSR,479

having achieved even better results on the NQ480

dataset. This augmented dataset is sub-optimal481

Model
Top-20 Top-100

NQ Trivia NQ Trivia

DPRraw−data 43.7 62.1 54.0 72.4
DPRDPR-hard 47.6 - 56.5 -
DCSRDPR-hard 47.6 - 57.0 -
DCSRDCSR-hard 48.8 66.2 57.1 75.0

Table 5: Ablations of Training Data. For Trivia, DPR-
hard is not provided in the original paper.

for our model, as these hard negative samples are 482

passage-specific, while our model prefers sentence- 483

specific ones. (ii) We then use our previous best 484

DCSR checkpoint to retrieve a set of sentence- 485

specific hard negatives (marked as DCSR-hard) 486

and train a new DCSR, which achieves further per- 487

formance gain on both metrics on NQ dataset. 488

5 Discussion 489

In this section, we discuss the transferability differ- 490

ence and the influence of Wikipedia corpus size on 491

both DPR and our DCSR. More discussions from 492

different aspects are presented in the Appendices, 493

including (i) Validation accuracy on dev sets in 494

Appendix A, which is also a strong evidence of 495

alleviating Contrastive Conflicts. (ii) Error analysis 496

for SQuAD in Appendix B, which further shows 497

the generalization ability of our method. (iii) Case 498

study in Appendix C, which discusses the future 499

improvement of DCSR. 500

5.1 Transferability 501

To further verify that our learned DCSR is more 502

suitable in Open-Domain Passage Retrieval, espe- 503

cially under the Contrastive Conflicts circumstance, 504

we conduct experiments to test the transferability 505

between DPR and our DCSR. Similarly, instead of 506

running such experiments on the entire Wikipedia 507

corpus, we sample 1/20 of the corpus, which results 508

in a collection of 1.05 million passages in total. We 509
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SQuAD-to-Trivia NQ-to-Trivia
Model Top 20 diff Top 100 diff Top 20 diff Top 100 diff

DPR 48.7/62.1 ↓13.4 64.5/72.4 ↓7.9 48.8/62.1 ↓13.3 62.7/72.4 ↓9.7
DCSR 54.0/63.4 ↓9.4 67.8/73.2 ↓5.4 52.7/63.4 ↓10.7 65.9/73.2 ↓7.3

Table 6: Transferability comparing our methods with DPR. We train the retriever model on the SQuAD dataset or
the NQ dataset, and evaluate it on Trivia QA (statistics on the left). For reference, we also list the performance
where the retriever model is both trained and evaluated on the Trivia QA (statistics on the right).

test the transferability result from SQuAD to Trivia510

and from NQ to Trivia, as compared to Trivia, both511

SQuAD and NQ suffer more from Contrastive Con-512

flicts. The results are shown in Table 6.513

From Table 6, when compared to DPR, our514

model enjoys significantly better transferability. In515

both scenarios, DPR shows over 2% performance516

gap in all metrics of the transferability tests, indicat-517

ing that our method performs much better in gen-518

eralization across the datasets. This phenomenon519

once again confirms our theorem, that by modeling520

passage retrieval in the granularity of contextual521

sentences, our DCSR well models the universality522

across the datasets, and shows much better trans-523

ferability than DPR.524

5.2 Corpus Size525

In our extensive experiments, we further found out526

that our method can achieve overwhelming better527

performance than DPR on smaller corpus. In this528

experiment, we take the first 0.1 million, the first529

1.05 million and all passages from the original530

Wikipedia corpus, and conduct dense retrieval on531

these three corpora varied in size. The statistic532

results are shown in Table 7.533

From Table 7, first of all, our model achieves534

better performance than DPR in all settings, where535

such improvement is more significant in smaller536

corpus. On the setting where only 0.1 million pas-537

sages are indexed in the corpus, our model achieves538

over 2.0% exact improvement on all metrics on539

both NQ and Trivia. We speculate this is because540

of the following two strengths of our method.541

• The alleviation of Contrastive Conflicts, which542

we have analyzed previously.543

•Modeling passage retrieval using contextual sen-544

tences enables a diverse generation of indexes.545

Some sentences may not be the core aim of their546

corresponding passages, but can still be the clue547

for some questions.548

Secondly, we can discover that the performance549

gap between DPR and DCSR is decreasing when550

Model
Top-20 Top-100

Wiki
NQ Trivia NQ Trivia

DPR 25.5 39.4 36.7 51.9
0.10MDCSR 27.8 41.0 39.0 53.6

∆ +2.3 +1.6 +2.3 +1.7
DPR 43.7 62.1 54.0 72.4

1.05MDCSR 45.2 63.4 55.3 73.2
∆ +1.5 +1.3 +1.3 +0.8
DPR 78.4 79.4 85.4 85.0

21.0MDCSR 78.9 79.7 86.5 85.2
∆ +0.5 +0.3 +1.1 +0.2

Table 7: Retrieval performance when the size of
Wikipedia Corpus is varied.

the size of Wikipedia corpus increases. This is be- 551

cause with the expansion of indexing corpus, many 552

questions that cannot be solved in the small cor- 553

pus setting may find much more closely related 554

passages in the large corpus setting, which gradu- 555

ally neutralizes the positive effect brought by the 556

second strength of our proposed method discussed 557

above. Still, our model achieves better performance 558

under the full Wikipedia setting on all datasets and 559

all metrics. 560

6 Conclusion 561

In this paper, we make a thorough analysis on 562

the Contrastive Conflicts issue in the current open- 563

domain passage retrieval. To well address the issue, 564

we propose an enhanced sentence-aware conflict 565

learning method by carefully generating sentence- 566

aware positive and negative samples. We show 567

that the dense contextual sentence representation 568

learned from our proposed method achieves signif- 569

icant performance gain compared to the original 570

baseline, especially on datasets with severe con- 571

flicts. Extensive experiments show that our pro- 572

posed method also enjoys better transferability, and 573

well captures the universality in different datasets. 574
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A Validation Accuracy796

One may argue that the improvement of DCSR797

might be due to the expansion of indexing corpus798

(which we have discussed in previous sections),799

but not the alleviation of Contrastive Conflicts. In800

this section, we present the validation accuracy801

comparison during the training process between802

DPR and our DCSR, which is a strong evidence803

that DCSR well handles the problem of Contrastive804

Conflicts.805

Under 8 V100 GPUs with a batch size of 16 on806

each GPU, the validation process could be viewed807

as a tiny retrieval process for both DPR and DCSR.808

To maintain a similar validation environment for809

fair comparison, we use the +1 BM25 random ver-810

sion of DCSR, which results in 8*16=128 ques-811

tions and 2*8*16=256 contextual sentences in one812

batch. Therefore, the validation process could be813

interpreted as retrieving the most relevant contex-814

tual sentence for each question in a corpus of 256815

sentences. Under such a validation task, the size816

of the indexing corpus is restricted to the same for817

both DPR and DCSR.818

The result is shown in Figure 4. For both Trivia819

and NQ, DCSR performs consistently better than820

DPR with a small accuracy margin. On SQuAD,821

especially, our DCSR can achieve higher validation822

accuracy than DPR with only one single epoch,823

and achieves nearly 20% final validation accuracy824

improvement. This phenomenon further verifies825

that improvement of DCSR is also achieved by826

improving the training strategy which alleviates827

Contrastive Conflicts, but not only the expansion828

of the indexing corpus.829

B Error Analysis for SQuAD830

Although achieving overwhelmingly better per-831

formance on SQuAD than DPR, our DCSR on832

SQuAD still lags far behind its counterparts on NQ833

or Trivia. Interestingly, we found that the results on834

SQuAD dev sets are pretty good and comparable835

to the results on NQ or Trivia. The results of both836

DPR and DCSR on dev set and test set performance837

are shown in Table 8.838

By analyzing the training instances, we observe839

that there exists a severe distribution bias problem840

in SQuAD: SQuAD-dev and SQuAD-train share a841

great number of positive passages. In fact, almost842

all positive passages in the SQuAD-dev could also843

be found in SQuAD-train. Of all 7921 questions844

that have at least one positive passage containing845

Model
SQuAD-dev

Top-1 Top-5 Top-20 Top-100

DPR 15.8 34.5 52.8 71.0
DCSR 26.9 47.4 63.7 78.1

Model
SQuAD-test

Top-1 Top-5 Top-20 Top-100

DPR 42.5 66.8 76.2 85.0
DCSR 49.5 69.6 79.6 86.4

Table 8: Performance comparison on both SQuAD-test
and SQuAD-dev.

the answer in SQuAD-dev, 7624 (96.25%) of these 846

passages’ titles could be found in the positive pas- 847

sages of SQuAD-train. More surprisingly, 6973 848

(88.03%) of these passages are shared between 849

SQuAD-train and SQuAD-dev. However, this fea- 850

ture is exactly what SQuAD-test does not have, 851

resulting in relatively poor performance. But again, 852

this phenomenon reveals another strength of our 853

DCSR, that it enjoys better generalization ability 854

than DPR, thus is more robust in practical use. 855

C Case Study 856

To analyze the retrieval performance difference be- 857

tween DPR and DCSR, we especially focus on the 858

different Top 1 predictions on SQuAD. We count 859

the number of winning times for each baseline, 860

where DCSR significantly outperforms DPR (893 861

vs. 161), shown in Figure 5. 862

C.1 DCSR winning cases 863

On the question Who was the NFL Commissioner 864

in early 2012?, the strengths of our DCSR are listed 865

as follows. 866

• Capability of utilizing contextual informa- 867

tion. The key phrase 2012 and NFL is far- 868

away from Commisioner Roger Goodell, while our 869

DCSR is still capable of capturing such distant con- 870

textual information. 871

• Locating the exact sentence of the answer. 872

This is an obvious feature of DCSR, as we are mod- 873

eling on the granularity of contextual sentences. 874

On the contrary, due to Contrastive Conflicts, the 875

question encoder of DPR is severely affected that 876

it cannot generate fine-grained question represen- 877

tation. Therefore, on this question, DPR can only 878

find out one key phrase commissioner, falling into 879

a totally wrong prediction. 880
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Figure 4: Dev accuracy in training the encoder of DCSR, including NQ (left), Trivia (middle) and SQuAD (right).

Error Type Example Case

DCSR
wins

(893 times)

Question:Who was the NFL Commissioner in early 2012? Answer: [“Roger Goodell”, “Goodell” ]

DPR prediction: Arena Football League (wiki:692135)
… which also owns the NHL's Washington Capitals, NBA's Washington Wizards, and WNBA's Washington 
Mystics, were "close to a deal" in bring a new expansion franchise to the Verizon Center. On March 10, 2016, 
AFL commissioner Scott Butera announced that the deal was finalized and that the new Washington, D.C., team 
would begin play in 2017. On July 14, 2016, …
DCSR prediction: Pro Bowl (wiki:1946017, sentence 4)
1. … include one pre-game story on the event in 2012), the players on the field appear to be taking …
2. In the 2012 game, the lack of defensive effort was apparent, not only to anyone watching…
3. One NFL player watching the game said, "They probably should have just put flags on them," …
4. Commissioner Roger Goodell stated that the game needed to improve, otherwise it would be eliminated. 
5. It is worth noting that entire teams have…

DCSR
loses

(161 times)

Question: Super Bowl 50 decided the NFL champion for what season? Answer: [“2015”, “the 2015 season” ]

DPR prediction: Super Bowl 50 (wiki:18084463)
Super Bowl 50 was an American football game to determine the champion of the National Football League 
(NFL) for the 2015 season. The American Football Conference (AFC) champions Denver Broncos defeated the 
National Football Conference (NFC) champions Carolina Panthers, …
DCSR prediction: Vince Lombardi Trophy (wiki:1938593, sentence 5)
1. …, began appearing on the trophy, still with a frosted appearance. 
2. Other than the logo, the trophy has had no significant changes made since the first Super Bowl.
3. While no franchise possesses all four versions, the Green Bay Packers, New England Patriots, …
4. The Super Bowl is currently played in early February (the game originally took place in …
5. Super Bowl 50, which was played on February 7, 2016, determined the league champion (end of passage)

Figure 5: Error Case Study of Our DCSR on SQuAD. Green color represents the correct clues and correct answers,
while red color represents wrong ones.

C.2 DCSR losing cases881

On the question Super Bowl 50 decided the NFL882

champion for what season?, our DCSR has already883

found a contextual sentence that is very close to the884

given question, with several key phrases detected.885

However, this contextual sentence is actually a low-886

quality index, as it suddenly reaches the end of887

the passage. This is caused by the brute force seg-888

mentation strategy of OpenQA, which focuses on889

the passage level and restricts the length of each890

passage to 100. In this paper, we perform sentence891

split directly on these broken passages, which as a892

result breaks down many sentences into low-quality893

indexes, affecting the final retrieval performance.894

We do not intend to refine the splition strategy to895

have a fair comparison with DPR, and leave it for896

future investigation. 897
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